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Watch the whole world spring to life!Budding geographers will love to immerse themselves in this

fun, bright, fact-packed first atlas with lots of detailed illustrations. Each continent has its own

spread, with pop-ups, flaps, booklets, and sturdy pull-tabs introducing the worldâ€™s countries,

inhabitants, and famous landmarks.
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This is an absolutely wonderful book. It was purchased for a six-year-old who is very interested in

geography. This book is not only beautifully done but is packed with fascinating information. In

reading the book with my grandson I was reminded of long-forgotten geography facts. I loved the

various tabs and surprises found within the pages of this really terrific book. Any child (or adult)

interested in the word of which they are a part will adore this book.

ENORMOUS hit with my grandson (5) and his cronies (3-5) at preschool. My only complaint is it's

out of print and my copy cost me a fortune, but I'd say it's well worth it considering how many times

it's been looked at, shared, passed around to friends, and loved. I can not understand how it was

allowed to go out of print!

My grandson loved it. However I did not think I ordered a used one---the binding was broken and I



had to tape it...it was a gift.

This book is adorable! Kids love it, I love it. It's a great tool for learning and teaching. It's very

interactive. Just be careful, kids get excited and rip off the pull parts.

I bought this for my grandkids, ages 8 and 5. They now know all the continents by name and world

location. This is a fun way to learn for them; the content is quite useful and they enjoy discussing the

various facts found on each page. I would recommend this book to any family with young children. I

learned a few things myself!

The binding was punctured and torn. Other reviews mentioned this - I should have given those

comments more weight.The book, however, was wonderful in every other regard and I am happy to

have it... I just paid too much for it considering the damage.

My three-year old loves this book. I found this gem at Goodwill of all places (who would give this

up?). He loves the towers, the boats, the trains, and how things pop up. I read it with him because

he can be slightly rough with the pop-up things.

My 6 year-old loves it. Colorful, fun, educational! She loves pop-up books and this is a good one.

Great buy.
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